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Please feel free to call if you have any questions in regard to
these comments. Eldert Van Dam 760-954-9548

To whom it may concern,
I’m asking that PG&E be required to do some testing outside their so
called box.
I live to the east of Lenwood Road at 26599 Community Blvd. Any time
I have mentioned to staff about my concerns of CR6 to the east of
Lenwood Road it would fall on a deaf ear, staff would only comment,
not PG&E’s responsibility. I ask why?? PG&E has not tested east of
Lenwood Rd, why not? My comment to staff is "Lahontan can require
PGE to test east of Lenwood Rd. for CR6 and any other contaminants
related to the mess." Attached are about 180 CR6 tests dating back to
2000 when all CR6 tests would come back as "ND". Then as time went
by results would fluctuate up and down to a high of "6.6". All of these
tests are to the east of Lenwood Rd. In 2000 you can see that the back
ground of CR6 would be "ND" so where did this CR6 come from??
So PG&E should be ordered to test until they find their eastern
boundary of "ND" and then continue testing in the east to make sure the
plume isn't moving.
Remember PG&E put some kind of water curtain up on the westerly
side to stop the plume's westerly movement, they claim it worked, so
now that they plugged that hole in the leaky bucket where is the water
flowing now?? Well common sense says the next easiest way for water
to flow is the path it will take, could that be to the east?? There are times
that there may be adequate pumping in the plume area to maintain the
plume in that local area, but as soon as pumping slows down and the
inflow to that aquifer exceeds the pumping rate, the CR6 is on the move
as it was to the west at one time. So with all that said I hope you can
incorporate some kind of solution to the complexed problem that I have
presented.
I've had my dairy for sale some time back for a reasonable price and
nobody would touch it, as I had to disclose that I had knowledge of the
CR6 in the water. So until this issue is resolved there is no way out for
me, as this property is my 401k and retirement income.

Issue #2
Nitrates
As this CR6 laced water flows in an easterly direction it also will bring
with it the nitrate problem that is associated with the Hinkley area.
Having a dairy, all of a sudden, I become the guilty one with nitrate
contamination, not because of my doings. The inflow of water has a
nitrate concentration that is already higher than safe drinking levels. I
have some tests showing high nitrates to the west of my Dairy. Actually
just to the east of Lenwood Road and Hwy 58 Nitrates as Nitrogen
(No3) is at 64 with the MLC being 45 or less and the CR6 is 1.2.
Looking north from this location the old dump (Lenwood-Hinkley Land
Fill) is not far away as the crow fly's. Looking at a water flow map from
Geo-Logic dated November, 2014 it shows the water flow is due south
right at the south-west boundary of the dump looking at the monitoring
reports there is some very high nitrates in that area, (LH-21D and LH22S both three times the MCL) so as nitrate loaded water migrates south
I would say it is a likely chance that it will intercept the easterly flow
somewhere between HWY 58 and Community Blvd. So with that said
does anybody really have all the scientific results as to where the
nitrates come from??
Driving by one of the new ag. units I see a huge pile of sludge that has
been imported to the Hinkley Valley I ask why? My famous line is when
people ask if I have manure, I tell them, "I have fresh daily" In the
upcoming CAO please address the nitrate issue's. The use of imported
nutrients is second choice to local, economically priced materials. Our
price is right when it comes to the manure we will beat anybody's price!
Will these ag. units have a nutrient management plan, and monitoring
reports?

